Participating Members: Michelle Berdan, Agnes Fleming, Ryan Greendeer, Todd Mulvey, Cyless Peterson, Jennifer Robertson, Sandy Stankevich, Kim Swisher and Karla Rosenberg (ITTF Assistants).

The group discussed planning for the 2018 Tribal Transportation Safety Summit. Nick Flugur is unavailable for the Hazardous Response session. He is reaching out to someone else.

There is an option session at the end of the day, and the evening reception content is not confirmed. Ryan will confirm the evening session with Kelly.

The Grand Geneva hotel block is closed and the hotel is full. Agnes will contact the hotel, and the group discussed other lodging options in Whitewater and Janesville.

Enrollment is low – four participants, with three being from WisDOT. The group discussed cancelling. Ryan will talk to Kelly. The time of year may be a problem, as it is construction season. Ryan suggested in spring and the summer safety promotions could be included. Sandy noted that people only have so much time and may be confused by all of the events we are doing. Agnes noted that the distance may be a factor.

Ryan suggested calling Tribes and offered to help. Agnes will send one more e-blast. Kim will contact hotels for availability.

The meeting ended at 10:33 am.